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By

William O . Hennessey*
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Asiting other nations IS, for Europeans equal to

conquering them; treating those countries as if they
belonged to no one, and so starting a process of continued
oppression of the original inhabitants . Imanuel Kant, Zum
Ewigen Freiden, 1795.1

Rapid globalization is challenging the development of
international law as never before. Global epidemics, global
cultural and technological developments, and global
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culture and the global economy (indeed, between tradition
and modernity) could not be more delicate .

In 2002, conceptual framework for national
recognition of rights to identification, information,
participation, benefit sharing, conservation, and
preservation for the holders of traditional knowledge and
folklore was proposed, and do not intend to revisit that
discussion here.4 Since that time, proposals have been
made for an international regime on access and benefit
sharing by the Secretariat of the CBD, pursuant . to
Paragraphs 44 (n) and 44(0) of the Plan of Implemen~at1on
adopted by the World Summit on Sustamable
Development held in Johannesburg in September 2002.

5

I would like to point to several emergent challenges to
enacting international laws and implementing p~bYc
policies in the area, and point out potential oppor~ruties

that those challenges create. The ultimate question of
whether it will be feasible to enact a legally binding
international regime on "Access and Benefit Sharing"
[ABS] prior to the broad implementation of consistent
laws at the national level needs to be faced.

6

4. William Hennessey: T oward a Conceptual Framework for
Recognition of Rights for the H olders of Tradition al Knowle.dge and
Folklore, Proceedings of the WIPO Caribbe an Symposium on
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[ABS] prior to the broad implementation of consistent
laws at the national level needs to be faced.
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4. William Hennessey: T oward a Conceptual Framework for
Recognition of Rights for the H olders of Tradition al Knowle.dge and
Folklore, Proceedings of the WIPO Caribbe an Symposium on
Indigeno us Knowledge and Folklore, Port of Spain, Trinidad &
Tobago (February 2002) download available at
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The International Dimension: What should come
First? An International Regime or Domestic Laws?
As a 2003 report of the Convention on Biological Diversity
[CBD] ad hocworking group on these issues noted:

The Conference of the Parties of the CBD 7 has
requested the A d Hoc O pen-ended Inter-Sessional Working
Group on Article 8G) and Related Provisions to consider
non-intellectual-property-based sui generis forms of
protection of traditional knowledge, innovations and
practices relevant for the conservation and sustainable use
of biodiversity.

Proposals for an "international regime" for the
protection of TK and genetic resources were suggested,
implementing Articles 8G) and 15 of the CBD . 8 But
international law is subject to the consent of nation states ,
and unless a peremptory norm of international law from
which no derogation is permitted (jus cogens) is established,
no state is forced to participate in such an international
regime. 9

po licy space afforde d by such standards." See WIPO/ GRTKF/ IC/9/6
supra, at p .4.

7. \VIP O / GRTKF / IC/ 9/ 6 (9 January 2006) p. 3, referring to paragraph
6 (b) of decision VII/16 H.

8. See also Measures to E nsure Compliance with Prior In form ed
Consent and Mutually Agreed T erm s UNEP/CBD/WG
ABS/4/CRP.3 (3 February 2006) and Other Approaches, As Set Out
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po licy space afforde d by such standards." See WIPO/ GRTKF/ IC/ 9/6
supra, at p .4.

7. \VIP O / GRTKF / IC/ 9/ 6 (9 January 2006) p. 3, referring to paragr aph
6 (b) of decision VII/16 H.

8. See also Measures to E nsure Compliance with Prior In form ed
Consent and Mutually Agreed T erm s UNEP/CBD/WG
ABS/4/CRP.3 (3 February 2006) and Other Approaches, As Set Out
in D ecision VI/24B, Including Consideration of an In tern ational
Cer tificate of O rigin/Source/Legal Provenance UNEP /CBD/WG
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What is the most effective method for creating a
regime that will draw wide participation of states? ~nd

what can states that support the creation of such a regune
do internally to create the conditions for that wide
participation?
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destroyed the Asante capital, Kumasi, in a
"punitive expedition" in 1874, he authorized
the looting of the palace of King Kofi
Karikari, which included an extraordinary
treasury of art and artifacts . A couple of
decades later, Major Robert Stephenson
Smyth Baden-Powell . . .was dispatched once
more to Kumasi, this time to demand that
the new king, Prempeh, submit to British

. rule. Baden-Powell described this mission
[thus].

There could be no more interesting, no
more tempting work than this. To poke
about in a barbarian king's palace, wh ose
wealth has been reported very great, was
enough to make it so. Perhaps one of the
most striking features about it was that the
work of collecting the treasures was
entrusted to a company of British soldiers,
and that it was done most hone sdy and well,
witbilllt ..a..sinP-Ie- [: ~ ~~~n£.J.Qf2rinB:w..... ,- .., '.....H 6' H V

more tempting work than this. To poke
about in a barbarian king's palace, whose
wealth has been reported very great, was
enough to make it so. Perhaps one of the
most striking features about it was that the
work of collecting the treasures was
entrusted to a company of British soldiers,

Once the King and his Queen Mother had made their
submission, the British tro ops entered the palace, and, as
Baden-Power put it, " the work of collecting valuables was
proceeded with ." He continued:
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The history of plunder-the barbarism
beneath the civility-is often real enough, as
I'm reminded whenever I visit my
hometown in the Asante region of Ghana.
In the nineteenth century, the kings of

The Historical Challenge and Appiah's N arrative:
Addressing the "Dnjust Enrichment" of Colonial
Oppressors
The regions and indigenous peoples of virtually .all
developing countries (and indeed, of developed countries
such as the United States , Canad a, New Zealand and
Australia) are rich in culture, knowledge, traditional
customs, and biodiversity. How should laws be enacted
and public policies implemented to protect that richness?
And for whose benefit? In a 2006 article. r''' Kwame
Anthony Appiah, distinguished Professor of Philosophy at
Princeton University, reminisced on returning to his home
town of Kumasi, Ghana:

The history of plunder-the barbarism
beneath the civility-is often real enough, as
I'm reminded whenever I visit my
hometown in the Asante region of Ghana.
In the nineteenth century, the kings of
Asante- like kings everywhere-enhanced
their glory ?y gathering objects from all

town of Kumasi, Ghana:
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Versailles Peace Conference in 1919, Liberia and Ethiopia,
because every other bit of African land was controlled by
one or more European powers.) That was a time when
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"the sun never set on the British Empire. 13 The "Gold
Coast" was part of that empire.

Professor Appiah, having lamented the historical fact
of this depredation of the Asante Empire by the British,
proceeds to ask the much more difficult question: What
are we to do about it now? Pass a law? To what effect?
~s befi.ts a pr?fessor of philosophy intent upon provoking
discussion, his <onclusions are extremely controversial.
For exa~ple, he su~~sts that a state such as Mali can pass
a law aga.1Ilst the dlggmg and export of the exquisite terra
co~a sculp tures of the old city of Djenne-jeno. But who is
g01? g to enforce such a law against such misappropriation?
It IS often the peop~e of Mali who are digging up the
sculptures - not foreIgners. Will the government of Mali
enforce the law, when so many Malians are more than
~g t? export their "national heritage" for personal gain
ill violation of it?

. Are the post-colonial African, Latin American, or
ASIan governments of Europe's former colonies the
"owners" of the cultural artifacts and biodiversity that
happen to b~ found within their territory? African peoples
strongly believe ~at ownership of land is the supreme
source of economic and political power. In the proverb of
the Akan N'zema tribe, "All power comes from the
1 d" 14 A .
"an. :., ss~rrur:g ~at post-colonial sovereign states
ASIan governments of Europe"s" fOtmer' colorues .the
"owners" of the cultural artifacts and biodiversity that
happen to b~ found within their territory? African peoples
strongly believe ~at ownership of land is the supreme
Source of economic and political power. In the proverb of
the Akan N 'zema tribe, "All power comes from the
1 d" 14 A .
I ~n;, Ssuffilng ~at post-colonial sovereign states
o~n .the cultural patrlmony and biodiversity within their

~erntones, are they now under any obligation to preserve
.... :::> C'1-. _ ••LJ; ... 1-. _ ...1.... _ ----- -_ ; L ; l ;~_ _ L . ..._ ~ _
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British officer was a legitimate transfer of property. It
wasn't looting; it was collecting."

Of course, similar anecdotes pepper the history of the
overseas colonies of European nations the world over:
from Mexico City, to Cuzco, Peru to Peking, China, and
everywhere in between from the 15th through the zo-

. 12centuries.
European imperialism was not very different from the

imperialism of other earlier or contemporaneous empires
(Turk, Arab, Roman, Persian, Mongol, Chinese, Manchu,
Aztec, Inca, etc); or indeed, Akan. The Ghanian Empire at
the peak of its power from the eleventh century extended
from the Atlantic Ocean to Timbuktu and encompassed
many different indigenous peoples. Nevertheless the
European colonial system was far more systematic in
organization, extractive (indeed rapacious) in its economic
activity, and extensive in geographical scope. The continent
of Africa was the centerpiece of the European colonial
system. (There were only two African states at the
Versailles Peace Conference in 1919, Liberia and Ethiopia,
because every other bit of African land was controlled by
one or more European powers .) That was a time when
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protect knowledge, culture, traditions .and biodiversity
from any exploitation whatsoever by outsiders? Or sh~uld

I · . b f t;l 15they encourage outsiders to exp oit it ut pa~ ~r 1 '.

Should laws limit the use of knowledge and ~lO~versity

only to the members of the tribe or tribes of ~di?eno~s
people from which such knowl~d?e or. biodiversity
originated? (Who owns it if the original rube no. longer
exists?) Or should such protection be for a?- the ~bes, or
all the citizens of the state to enjoy equally, including other
indigenous peoples from other regions of ~e country? Or
should they protect it for the benefit of.nationals of oth.er
states as well , including those of their former colon1~

masters-the wealthy developed countries of the North.
Or, practically speaking, do such ~ches in fact belong to
whoever holds political power In the COUll.u:r, to ? e
enjoyed by one family or a small group of polin~all~ elite
families to the exclusion of the rest of the population "

Should th e sovereign state be deemed ~e . s~le

proprietor" o f knowledge and biodivers~ty Within its
itory?" O r as Professor Appiah quesnons, are suchtern . ,

"The Intellectual Property (IF) aspect of the overall leg~ framework15. clUrd
can be characterized as setting the limitation s.or constramts on .

artie s' u se of protected materials: or , as it was charactenzed in

~oeument WIPO / GRTKF/IC/4/ 8, giving the holders of T K or
TCEs the right to say 'no ', and thu s ensuring they have. ~ say . 1~

Should the sovereign state be deemed ~e . s~le

proprietor" o f knowledge and biodiversity Within its
territory?16 O r, as Professor Appiah quesnons, are such

"The Intellectual Property (IF) aspec t of the overall leg~ framework15. clUrd
can be cha rac terize d as setting th e limitation s .or cons tram ts on .
oarties' use of protected materials: or, as it was charact~nz~~ m

governments merely custodians of genetic res ources and
traditional knowledge "in trust"? And if so, for whom?

[W]hat does it mean, exactly, for something to belong
to a people? Most of Nigeria's cultural patrimony was
produced before the modern Nigerian state existed. We
don't know whether the terra-cotta Nok sculptures, made
sometime between about 800 BC and 200 AD, were
commissioned by kings or commoners; we don't know
whether the people who made them and the people who
paid for them thought of them as belonging to the
kingdom, to a man, to a lineage, or to the gods. One thing
we know for sure, however, is they didn't make them for
Nigeria .

Indeed, a great deal of what people wish to protect as
"cultur al patrimony" was made before the modern system
of nations came into being, by members of societies that
no longer exist. People die when their bodies die.
Cultures, by contrast, can die without physical extinction.
So there's no reason to think that the Nok have no
descendants . But if Nok civilization came to an end and
its people became something else, why should they have a
special claim on those objects, buried in the forest and
forgotten for so long? And even if they do have a special
claim, what has that got to do with Nigeria, where, let us
suppose most of those descendants now live? Perhaps the
matter of biological descent is a distraction: proponents of

- -
Cultures, by contrast, can die without physical extinction.
So there's no reason to think that the Nok have no
descendants. But if Nok civilization came to an end and
its pe ople became something else, why should they have a
special claim on those objects, buried in the forest and
forgotten for so long? And even if they do have a special
claim, wha t has that go t to do with Nigeria, whe re, let us
.... , ... .......... _ ........... "'- __ r "'-L _ ~ ~ ..J .1 _ ._ "-- _ l' _ ~ T""\ 1 1
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perhaps from an acquisition fund supported by an export
tax on other cultural objects shipped to London or New
York for sale in the art houses of Christie's and Sotheby's.
Sho uld the governments of the developing countries go
into the business of selling bits and pieces of " their"
cultural patrimony to wealthy collectors in order to use the
funds to preserve the rest?

sculp tures undoubtedly are-it strikes me that it would be
better for them to think of themselves as trustees for
humanity. While the government of Nigeria reasonably
exercises trusteeship, the Nok sculptures belong in the
deepest sense to all of us . "Belong" here is a metaphor, of
course: I just mean that the Nok sculptures are of

h bei 17potential value to all uman emgs.
Appiah suggests that a good compromise would be for

th e state to sell some of its patrimony on the open
international art market, to earn money that could be used
to preserve the remainder. The government could also
license digs at archaeological sites and educate people to
rec ognize the monetary value of works which have been
identified in their cultural context, much greater than the
value of works which have been torn from the ground and
smuggled out of the country. Even if it were the national
museum o f the country of origin that wished to keep a
cultural object, it would have to pay the market price for it,
perhaps from an acquisition fund supported by an export
tax on other cultural objects shipped to London or New
York for sale in the art houses of Christie's and Sotheby's.
Sho uld the governments of the developing countries go
into the business of selling bits and pieces of " their"
cultural patrimony to wealthy collectors in order to use the
funds to preserve th e rest?
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What if states cannot be trusted to preserve their own
patrimony? Although the Chinese people may justifiably
complain about the widespread destruction of China's
cultural heritage by the British and the French in the 19th

Century, even greater damage was done to China's cultural
patrimony by its own "Red Guards" during the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966-1975). 18 Is
depredation by a native people to be overlo oked and only
colonial pillage condemned? In a strikingly similar
instance, a Swiss scholar, Paul Bucherer, negotiated with
Afghanistan's Taliban Minister of Culture (a moderate in
the Taliban government) in 1999 for the removal of the
country's non-Islamic antiquities to a Swiss museum for
safe-keeping.19 In early 2001, the Taliban Mullah O mar
ordered that Bactrian artifac ts and Ghandara figurines in
the collection to be destroyed, because they were
blasph emous. Soon after, in March of th at year, the great
Buddhist cliff sculptures of Bamiyan, Afghanistan, dating
back over 1,800 years and 56m tall, were demolished by
Taliban artillery. Mullah Omar's edict said:

18. O n August 18, 1966, Chainnan Mao stood before a million young
Red Guards in Tiananmen Square in Beijing and put a "Red Guard"
armband on. ''Red Guards des troverl som f> 49.?? nllt nF.f, R4?,

Buddhist cliff sculp tures of Bamiyan, Afghanistan, dating
back over 1,800 years and 56m tall, were demolished by
Taliban artillery. Mullah O mar's edict said:

18. O n Augus t 18, 1966, Chainnan Mao stood before a million young
Red Guards in Tiananmen Square in Beijing and put a "Red Guard"
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20. Francesco Francioni and Federico Lenzerini: ' 'The Destruction of the
Buddhas of Bamiyan and International Law, 14 Eur. J. Int '! Law 6 19,
626. (2003) http://www.o/iLo'l,!zJsuephp?issue=27 ' 'Never the less,
accordin g to a m ajor expert of Islamic religion, Egyptian Fa hmi
H oweid y, the T aliban edict was contrary to Islam, since 'Is lam
re spects other cultures even if they include rituals that are against
Islamic law.' id. at 627.

Professor Appiah concludes his article with an
intriguing suggestion: rather than returning to Ghana the
treasures of the Aban, the great stone building in the center
of Kumasi which was blown to pieces by the British in
1874, why shouldn't European mus eums share some of
their Western art with the museums of Ghana?" After all,
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interposes itse lf between us and the hostile universe, a means of
seizing power by imp osing a form on our terro rs as well as on our
....t """ ..... ;_ ........ " T L _ r . - - ~ -

in terp oses itself between us and the hostile universe, a mean s of
seizing power by imposing a form on our terrors as well as on our
desires ." The EmnomlJt (Feb. 11, 2006)
http:/ /www.economiJt.mm/displaystory.ifm?story_id=5491943.

22. Appia h, at 41 H e even sugges ts that the Asante King go t the idea for
the buildin g of the Aban from what he had heard about the
maznificence of the Briti sh Museum .

geC.<.F-

Appiah is being deliberately provocative. H e is
challenging us to find ways 0 f tran scending the lingering
sense of injustice that pervades post-Colonial states over

many of the treasures in the Aban were also war booty."
Are not all empires prone to plunder other peoples? Are
not virtually all museums and royal palaces in fact
storehouses of plunder and grave robbery?

Appiah is Ghanian by birth, now American by
residence and career, but clearly "cosmopolitan" in his
cultural attitudes, as evidenced by the city in which his
newspaper article was written. Should African nation
states or their peoples adopt such an open attitude toward
their cultural heritage when so much of it remains in the
developed countries of the North? According to him,
asking European countries to hand back objects stolen
centuries ago is fruitless . "I don't think we should demand
everything back, even everything that was stolen; not least
because we haven't the remotest chance of getting it.
Don't waste your time insisting on getting what you can't

t" 23ge .
Appiah is being deliberately provocative. H e is

challenging us to find ways 0 f transcending the lingering
sense of injustice that pervades po st-Colonial states over

N IALS [ournal ofIntellectualProperry [NJIP] Maiden Edition (20 11)

In view of the fatwa (religious edict) of
prominent Afghan scholars and the verdict
of the Afghan Supreme Court it has been
decided to break down all statues/idols
present in different parts of the country.
This is because these idols have been gods
of the infidels, and these are respected even
now and perhaps maybe turned into gods
again . T he real God is only Allah, and all
other false gods should be removed."
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20. Francesco Francioni and Federico Lenz erini: "The Destruction of the
Buddhas of Bamiyan and International Law, 14 E ur.J. Int '! Law 6 19,
626. (2003) http://www.o/iLo'l,/issuephp?issue=27 ' 'Never the less,
according to a ma jor expe rt of Islamic religion, E gyptian Fahmi
H oweid y, the Tali ban edict was contrary to Islam , since 'Islam
respects o ther cultures even if they include rituals that are agains t
Islamic law. ' id. at 627 .

21. "Picasso and Africa", the m ost extensive exhibition of the ar tist 's
wo rk ever assem bled in Africa, was due to open at the Standard Bank
Gallery in j oh annesburg, Sou th Africa, on February 10, 2006 an d will
travel to th e Iziko Sou th African N ational Gallery in Cape T own in
April. \'V'hat inspired his genius?



The Present Challenge: Stopping Biopiracy without
Stopping Economic, Social, Cultural, and
Technological Development Cooperation
In a 2006 report entitled "Out of Africa: Mysteries of
Access and Benefit Sharing" published by the Edmonds
Institute in cooperation with the African Centre for

The Present Challenge: Stopping Biopiracy without
Stopping Economic, Social, Cultural, and
Technological Development Cooperation
In a 2006 report entitled "Out of Africa: Mysteries of
Access and Benefit Sharing" published by the Edmonds
Institute in cooperation with the African Centre for
Biosafety, Jay McGown researched the international patent
database for indications as to the state of development of
benefit-sharing between multinational companies and the

25. (Edmonds In stitute 2006) www.newscastmedia.com/lootingafrit"a.pdj.
26. It' s a free -for- all ou t there, and until the parties to the Convention on

Biological D iversity (CBD) solve the problems of access and benefit
sharing , the robbery will co ntinue. They've go t to declare a

property system to acqUlle the necessary skills that TK. and
biodiversity that stakeholders need to respond." Despite
McGown's depressed conclusions, the substance of his
study is a cause to rejoice in the TK and biodiversity
communities . He is using the long traditions of IF
protection (search for patents or "mining patent

regions of Africa from which their products originated. 25

McGown made a tremendously valuable contribution to
the literature, cataloging medicines, cosmetics, agricultural
and horticultural products that have their origins in
biodiversity from African countries . The collection of
such knowledge is the first step in its protection. The
report' s conclusion was depressing to the author of the
study, in that he was unable to find any indication of
benefit-sharing for most of his findin gs. He even suggests
that all access by multinationals to developing countries be
stopped until an international system of protection is in
place."

But ironically, without the international system of
patent disclosure requirements (t he word "patent", after all,
me ans "opening up" ), Mr. McGown would not have been
able to produce his study in the first place! And what
McGown has done is to use the tools of the intellectual
property system to acquire the necessary skills that TK and
biodiversity that stakeholders need to respond." Despite
McGown's depressed conclusions, the substance of his
study is a cause to rejoice in the TK and biodiversity
communities. He is using the long traditions of IF
protection (search for patents or "mining patent

EnactingInternational Laws and Implementing PublicPolicies to Protect the Rights of 119
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what happened to their peoples in prior centuries. He
gives evidence that the understandable distrust in
developing countries, engendered by this lingering sense of
injustice, poisons political and economic cooperation
between developed and developing countries to this day.
But who is that distrust hurting more, the former colonial
masters or the peoples of the former colonies?"

The modern focus of this post-colonial debate is not
on the ownership of gold trinkets in museum collections;
rather it is on the new "green gold" - genetic resources in
developing countries and the information about them that
is "in the hands and minds" of traditional peoples. And
the perceived adversaries of traditional peoples are no
longer the governments of developed countries directly as
colonial powers; rather they are the multinational
companies of those developed countries and the sys-tem of
global capitalism (call it "neoliberalism" or, more
pejoratively, "neoimperialism").



information") to create the basis for others both to
challenge those who steal and to protect those who have
preserved traditiona~ kn~wledge. It is "bioprospecting" in
reverse . And despite his frustration at not finding ABS
agreements, ~e "difficulties" he encountered are just the
sort of questions patent attorneys in the United States ask
of their clients, day in and day out. 28 He is using the

120

of the paper trail for biodiver sity dep ends on patent application s.
As alrea dy noted, anything that has been acquired but no t yet
been m ade the subject o f a patent application ma y not have been
discoverable by McGown's research method -- despite the fact
that, as McGown' s work makes clear, som e patent o ffices are
granting patents for "inven tions" of questionable novel ty.
Further, how to deal with the difficul ty o f tracing biodiversity
when some source countries do not con cern themselves with
benefit sharing issues until and unle ss a commercializable
product is in sigh t? Such post-access concern for benefit sharing
tends to preclude the valid prior informed consent of indigenous
p eoples and local communities and create effective biopiracy.
H ow to understand who has played what role and with what
resp onsibility in biodiversity dealmaking? How to differen tiate
poor bookkeeping, lack of tran sparency, lack of law, lack of
enforcem en t, and corruption? How to assess th e rol e,
pe rforma nce and loyalties of (bio trade) in termediaries. includinll!
~LdUUlllS l-' a'Ll:llL~ ror inventions" ot questtonable nove ty.
Further, how to deal with the difficulty o f tracing biodiversity
when some source countries do not concern themselves with
benefi t sharing issues until and unle ss a commercializable
product is in sight? Such post-access concern for benefit sharing
tends to preclude the valid prior informed cons ent of indigenous
p eoples and local communities and create effective biopiracy.
H ow to understand wh o has played what role and with what
resp onsibility in biodiversity dealmaking? How to differentiate
poor bookkeeping, lack of tran sparency, lack of law, lack of
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traditions ofintellectualpropertypractice to create the conditions
for protection of GR and TK from misappropriation.

What do I mean by "traditions of intellectual property
practice?" We usually think of traditions as being bodies of
information and customs that have been handed down
from our ancestors. For example, the great Chinese
philosopher Confucius (551-479 BC) was extremely
opposed to the creation of anything new in Chinese
society; preferring to require his followers only to hand
down from the ancestors that which was old. 29 But all

IP Maiden E dition 2011

H ow to fix th e exact date o f accession or acquisition when the only
da te discoverable IS the date on a patent application? The date of
accessio n IS imp ortant because that is the date wh.ich ma y determine
th e applicable nationa l rule s o f access. For some countries, access
~les changed after they became parties to the Conv en tion on
BlOlogical Diversity.

H ow to verify the exact country from which material has been
taken. when the written record about an acquisition may only
descnbe ~e origin as "African"? (McGown opted to consider
any countnes or regi ons mentioned in the relevant patents to be
th e country or countnes "out of' which the biodiversity migh t
have been taken .)

H ow to deal with prior informed con sent and benefit sharing
Issues or even deterrrune wh o may properly consider themselves
to have been robbed (biopirated) when the material or
kn owledge taken may be widely available in (or endemic to)
several pla ces? ----How to deal with access and benefit sharing
Issues rela ted to bIOdiversity not well covered by establish ed
treaties , as in the case, for example, of biodiversity taken from
the sea? Pu t another way, how to deal with issue s that m ay fall
outside the ambit of tnternattonallaw bu t not ou tside the bounds
of human decency?

H ow to track wheth er anyone - national authorities, appro priate
tndigenous authonttes. .or local r()mm"~;';M L

J.J.u w (Q cear WIth pnor informed consen t and benefit sharing
Issues or even deterrrune who may properly consider themselves
to have been robbed (biopirated) when the material or
kn owledge taken may be widely available in (or endemic to)
several places? ----How to deal with access and benefit sharing
Issues related to biodiversity not well covered by established
treati es, as in th e case, for example, of biodiversity taken from
the sea? Pu t an~ th er way, how to deal with issues that may fall
outside the am bit of tn ternatton al law but no t outside the bounds
of human decency?
T T
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°Lrn~fm~eJo~aYingsctfJ Contfuciu~ whic h rjpmnnst,."tps th., t- ",; o~
. con on or the creation of a system of

protecuon for any knowledge is in the development and
re fine~e~t of a pro~e~s of collecting, documenting,
catego n zmg, and orgaruzmg customs and practices which
have. been used for decades or even centuries, but which
previously had only passed down from one practitioner to

an,~~er an,~ ~e~er written ,~own. This is what the patent

traditions have to be created by someone (including those
that ~ere created . by Confucius!) Rather than being the
opposite of creation, tradition is a form of creation: a
gradual, incremental. creation of valuable human heritage
over many generanons. The "creation of tradition"
con~ists ?f remembering what has been passed down and
passmg It to the next generation with some individual
co~tribution, great or small. Why do I speak of "traditions
of intellectual property protection?" Because there is a
well-developed body of "traditional knowledge" about th. e
way mtellectual property protection works that is handed
down from one generatio n of patent solicitors to the next
for the be~efit o f th eir clients . As the philos opher Alfred
North Whitehead said in 1926 about T homas Edison's
research facility at Menlo Park, "the greatest invention of
the 19th Century was the invention of the method of
invention."

On.e maj or condition for the creation of a system of
protecnon for any knowledge is in the development and
re fine~e~t of a pro~e~ s of collecting, documenting,
categonzmg, and orgaruzmg customs and practices which
have. been used for decades or even centuries, but which
previously had only passed down from one practitioner to
an~~er and ~ever written down. This is what the patent
solicito r calls the prior art. 30
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Until the 1980's , China had no intellectual property
system to speak of. But the tools for such a system were
already in place in the cataloging of biodiversity and
traditional knowledge in ancient China. An interesting
historical example of the preservation of knowledge of
herbal medicine in China is the "Great Compendium of

Herbs" (bencao gangmu*~WJ § ) which was published in

China in 1578 by a Co n fucian scholar, Li Shizhen *Bt~

(1518-1595). The book collected information about 1,892
medicinal subs tances (1,094 from plants; 444 fro m animals,
and 275 from mineral sources), including 374 items which
had never been catalogued in China before." "Li collected

etc.) should also be maintained and recorded along with any claim in
order to preserve the cultural context and depth o f the knowledge.

In do cumen ting T K, communities sho uld attempt to use local
place name s, community concep ts and terms in de scribing knowledge.
I t is stro ngly advised that local communities crea te dictionaries or
glossaries of special terms or local wo rds and phrases used to describe
T K. A diction ary or glossary will help o thers ou tside the community
in matching local terms to those in a dominant language should the
community decide to share its knowledge.

See Stephen A. Hansen and J ustin W. Vanfleet: A Handbook on
Issues and Options for Traditional Knowledge Holders in Proteding their
Intellectual Property and Maintaining Biological Diversity, AAAS (2003)
http:// shr.aaas .org/ tek/ handbook.pdf. 0 f course, the disadvantage of
such documen tation is that it is no longer secret, and may be freely
l1sPr1

1
hv any reader if no t carefully nrotected bv lezal mechanism s. Then aocum rnnrtg .r1"--, comnunnues ::,uvulu ati.Ci U l-' L LV l.J. ':' \" ~ V\...UJ.

place name s, community con cepts and terms in de scribing kn owledge.
It is strongly advised th at loca l comm unities create dictionaries or
glossaries of special terms or local words and phrases used to describe
TK. A diction ary or glossary will help others ou tside th e community
in matching local term s to those in a dominant language should the
community decide to share its knowledge.

See Stephen A. Hansen an d J ustin W. Vanfleet: A Handbook on
Issues and Options for Traditional Knowledge Holders in Proteding their

Tl ' I • J n : :J._. A 1\ 1\ C" 1'1 f'\ f'l '2\



Book pages from Sam Fogg Book Store. (Lo~don). ad for. a 1717
edition of Bencao Gangmu, showing the revised zllustratzons first
provided in the 1640·edition.

----------------

blished that it received wide distribution in China,was pu , . . 1637
and was translated into Japanese (abridged version In ;
more complete version in 1783), Latin (1656), Fr~~ch

(1735), English (1736, and 1741 by different Bntlsh
translators), Russian (1868) and German (1895).
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virtually all the prescriptions that had been handed down
over the centuries and then presented over 11,000
formulas: about 2,000 of these were well known from
other medical works, but over 8,000 were collected by Li
from contemporary doctors and rare texts." 32 The
Compendium quoted from 952 previous authors and
provided a bibliography of 271 books on medical subjects
and herbs and 591 other texts, such as literary classics and
historical works. 33 The great 20th century historian of
Chinese science and technology, Dr. Joseph Needham of
Cambridge University, declared the Compendium to be
"the greatest scientific achievement of the. Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644).34

The story of now Li Shizhen's Compendium became
famous contains several valuable. and inStructive lessons.
Li's father and grandfather had trained "as traditional
medicine men, and devoted their lives to healing patients
and passed their knowledge from father to son. But Li
Shizhen himself was trained for a career a.s a scholar
official, and it was only after he decided to abandon that
career in his early twenties that he became a- collector of a
body of medical knowledge available to' a general audience
rather than for the private use of his own family. After he
submitted the work to the Imperial Paia~e of the Ming
Dynasty for its approval, his book was virtually unknown
in China during his lifetime because the palace was so slow
to publish it. It was not until the very end of the Ming
dynasty in the 1630's, over a' half century after the work

Emulation" see http://w1VW.itmonline.or;g!arts/lishizhen.htm. from which
information in this paper about Li Shizhen has, been. obtained,

32. u
33. u
34. 1 Id citing sources,

'.:
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. Li Shizhen's .~ompendium of Herbs is testament to the
nchness of tradi1lonal medical knowledge in China, and
has become part of the common heritage of mankind. I
the process of compiling his Compendium h t ~
kn~wledge that had formerly been secret and ~'op:ne~Oit
up for anyone 3~ho could read his work in any of those
many languages.. A?y casual visitor to modern China can
att~st to the .cOn1lnUUlg and pe.rv:asive role that traditional
Chines.e. healing methods plays in Chinese society even in
large CInes such as BeiJ'ing and Shangh"; (I , all

cu. can person y
attest to the efficacy of traQ.itional Chinese healin
meth?ds, having benefited from them on more than on;
occaSIOn).

Before China decided to. transform its "socialist m k t
~conomy" and to open up its market to the oU~ide W~rl~
~~ ~e !ate}970's, such infotmatiori was never formallj,
s:capItalized .upon by the Chinese people. It was anyone's
lor the taking. But with the building f
. 0 a strong
Intellectual property regime in China in the 1980' d
1990's, works such as those by Li Shizhen centurie: ;0
~ave b~c,~me the fo.un~ation for a rapidly growing
portfoli~ : of valuable Intefiectual property in China in the

form of ~~tentable. "new" traditional knowLedge based
upon traditioml Chiness .medicine (TC7\A\ I

• .U.J.). n a recent
paper, I have commented on this growing trend,

. ~a~y of these plant-based medicinal treatments
Insecncldes and funo-icides appear have th h f'

h · b~ e c aracter 0
w at has been called "new traditional kn 1 d "
[Yinli ] . ow e ge.

ang Liu defines "new traditional knowledge" as new

35. Similar ~po~~ant collection work on India's Auyurvedic healin
methods IS b~g done at the Indian Institute ofAuyurvedic Medicin:
&:= .~ese~rch In. Bangalore, which, I had the great good fortune of
VlSltlng In the summer of 2005.

I
i
I
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knowledge created by new generations who base or
partially base their creations on traditional knowled.ge.
Basically, traditional knowledge has the following
characteristics: (1) it may involve a process or a product;
(2) it can be expressed in one of the most used languages
worldwide or in one indigenous, local or tribal language;
and (3)" it has been and will remain part of traditional
knowledge, on which other new traditional knowledge
could be created. Liu describes the patenting of "new"
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) in China, where the
novelty lies in (1) n~w techniques for preparing TCM, (2)
isolation of active components in TCM products, (3) new
applications for TCM I (e.g., anti-HIV/ AIDS, anti-ca?:er),
(4) new combinations of TCMs. and Western medicines
(combination immune-antibiotics), and (5) new pathways
for administering TCMs?6

Critics of the' international IPR system protest when
MNC's patent traditional knowledge. But "new traditi~~al

knowledge" which meets the criteria of patentability
should be patentable by anyone, including the original
holder. There IS economic wealth in cultural expressions,
traditional knowledge, and biodiversity. In addition to
protection under patent law, some of this can be protec.ted
under copyright law, trademark law, and geographic~

indications. What is needed among stakeholders IS

awareness of the "traditional knowledge of how to protect
IP." Sui generis systems are certainly needed for the

36. William Hennessey: "Changing Traffic Patterns in Technospac~" 2005
Mich.St.LRev. 201,216 (2005) citing Yinliang Uu, "IPR Protection for
New Traditional Knowledge: With a Case Study of Traditional
Chinese Medicine," 25 Bur. Intd: Prop. Rev. 194 (2003) available at
http://www. facl"~pierr:e/aw. edu/hennessey]MichiganStateLawReviewpdf



37. William Lesser: ''Intellectual Prope.tty Rights in a Changing Political
Environment:. Perspectives on the 'types and Administration of
Protection" 8- AgBioForum (2005) Paper NO.2,
http://www.a;;biojomm.or;g/v8n23/v8n23a02_lmer.htm.

protection of "old traditional knowledge." But "new
traditional knowledge" should belong to those who created
it. Significantly, without the traditional knowledge of how to
protect intellectual propertY which every MNC has in great
abundance, stakeholders in developing countries are
helpless to prevent its loss and misappropriation.

In distinction from cultural artifacts, traditional
knowledge, and biodiversity, "intellectual property" does
not exist in natural or cultural objects; it comes into
existence only within the framework of a sound legal
system recognizing private rights. 'Ap empirical study by
Professor William Lesser at \=ornell University suggests
that a well-functioning intellectual property system requires
a well-functioning legal system to support iJ:.

.[W]ith regard to IPR~ and foreign dire;ct investment
(FDf), the "strength" of national IPR systems was found to
be strongly associated with levels of EDI f01; 44 developing
countries in the post-TRIPs world [and] may be result of
well functioning economy and legal system rather than just
strong IPR's.37

Policy-fnaker:s in China, until receptly a poor but
developing' socialist country, have made a conscious
decision to build a strong internal legal system for the
protection of private intellectual property rights. It has
overcome its focus on the wrongs of past oppression to
become a player in the modern global economy, and
Chinese' research institutions and firms are now building
their Own "portfolios" of intellectual property assets. It is
actively acquiring knowledge of how to protect IF fro~

Because Western intellectual property laws simply do
not protect indigenous peoples, the recognition of
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WhileLthere are many valid criticisms of the
expansion of intellectual property rights, a
distinction must be made between
agr~~mentS' like TRIPS, for example and
efforts by indigenous groups to protect
intangible cultural property. C~tics' ~~ncerns

regarding the imperialistic rmposinon of
Western notions of property on less
"sophisticated" countries and communities
are well-taken. However, a proposal for the
development of sui generis, .gr~ssroots
intellectual property rights by indigenous
groups actually operates against those
Western efforts ...

developed countries by studying the .IP systems of Europe,
the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, a~d

Japan. China is a society with long traditions, an~ Its
people went through a period of a century and a half of
internal and external catastrophes trying to figure ~ut for
themselves a road to modernization without destroying the
best parts of those traditions. Many of China's peo~le are
still poor, but gradually, conditions for the betterment of
its people are being put into place. .

But the-Chinese are-not alone. Professor Angela Riley,
who is also a. judge-in the Tribal Court of the American
Indian, Potawatomi tribe in the State of Gklah~ma, has
proffered her: recomme~da?ons for protecting the
intellectual-property of her indigenous people:
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property rights in cultural property and traditional
knowledge should not be viewed as l1l' d. . crease
prop.ertlZatlOn. To the contrary, the development of sui
genens systems would allow indigenous peoples-who for
so Ion?" have. been unable to avail themselves of the
protectlons of l1ltellectual property laws-to finall 1
the i . . . . y contro

e l1ltegnty, diSPOSItion, and appropriation of-their sacred
~~wledge. Thus, rather than extending additional rights to
l1ldigenous peoples, this proposal merely puts irrdigenous
groups on the same footing as other citizens.38

Is the way forward for countries to embrace robust
an.d enforceable customary and, ntttional laws recognizin
pnvate prope~ rights t9, prevent 'misappropriation b;
power~ outsIders? Or is it :to' call for "intemarl al
mo:taton m ". '. . on

. u s on. a~cess until blOpttacy is stopped?
.'X"1.thout we~-functlofil1lg cust0mary nationall~gaJ -systems,
It IS v~ry difficult (as Jay McGown 'has discovered) to
a~cer,tal1l what "property" there is to stea-l: 'Professor
Riley.s. approach IS to address tnt 'questions of ownership
definitlon, and transferability at the local and nationallevei
first. :s.oth th~ IP-approach m:d the sUigenens approach can
be employed l1l tandem. For l1lformation about traditional
knowledge and generic res?Ul:ces" the first step is to
cata!0gue an? systeIn4tlze their existence and provenance.

C~nce,rfil1lg recent attempts bJ groups in developin
countnes ~o .t;~gulate ~cc~ss to their genetic resotl1:ces, an~
the. negative rmpact. J.t IS having on scientific research
Indian Scholar, Zakie Thomas makes di h~ . '
b . . ,a SuuCtlon

etween legttlmate concerns about ''biopiracy'' and what

I
J
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he calls "bioparanoia," an irrational belief that
technological cooperation between bioprospectots
(including scientific research institutions in developed
countries) and indigenous peoples is categorically unfair

d 1 · · 39an exp ortatrve.
The same month Thomas" article was published,

Professor Paul Oldham, delivered a paper at a conference
at the University 0,£ Birmingham discussing the same
concept.

"[Professor Oldham] began by outlining the three
objectives' of the 'Convention on Biological Diversity',
namely, those of conservation, sustainable use and fair and
equitable sharing, He.discussed what he termed the 'grand
bargain' whereby-the developing countries- emphasised the
sovereignty of nation states. Accordingly, governments of
nation states can give permission/'consent for the use of
natural resources. States agreed to this bargain for
economic reasons. Yet there is increasing unease in the
developing world, particularly by groups that are not
equivalent of the nation state (e.g. indigenous groups)
regarding the use of these resources. In 1995 'biopiracy'
was referred to as a 'global pandemic' and [Oldham]
suggested that we may now describe the situation as
'bioparanoia'. As a result of bioparanoia, it is increasingly
difficult for all companies (whatever their motives and
practices) to carry out research in developing countries and

38. Angela R. Riley: "Straight Stealing": Towards an Incligedous S stem of
Cultural Property Protection, 80 Wash. L. Rev. 70, 131(2005) ~vai1 bl
for free download at ht:M/lp'nfl / a e
_id=703283. rr: -rm.urn.com so13/pap~s. cfm?abstract

39. Thomas: 'Common Heritage to Common Concern" 8 jWIP, 241
(2004).
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40. Later published, see Paul Oldham: ''Biopiraey and the Bioeconomy" 1

in Glassner, et al., New Genetics, New Social Formations, (Routledge
2007) 114, j131. ~
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as a result important research (especially in Latin America)
is not being done".40

Not only is scientific research for the benefit of the
entire human community impeded; those who believe ill
placing obstacles in the path of cooperation may be
hurting, not helping, local interests of traditional peoples.
The task of learning to use property rights as a tool to
defend against misappropriation is an arduous one.
China's patent system is just 20 fears old but has become
one in which 9 out of every-LO patent applications filed in
China are filed by Chinese nationals. International norm
building is indispensable, but without a strong framework
of national and tribal laws recording the existence of rights
over cultural expressions, traditional knowledge, and
biodiversity, the likelihood that. a binding international
regime will be effective in stopp~g biopiracy is highly
doubtful.
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